VERTICAL CUTTING LINE

ART. GM
ARRISSING AND INDUSTRIAL
GRINDING MACHINE

INSULATING GLASS

EDGE PROCESSING

LAMINATING LINE

The GM grinding machine has
design features such as to
enable it to comply with the
work times of the insulating
glass plant.

Cone with the grinding wheels

Operating head

Recycling tank

The machine is a solid structure
featuring Forel’s innovative monoblock construction reflecting the
philosophy and culture for quality
build. This feature guarantees extreme
accuracy, performance and capacity
especially considering weight per
linear metre.
The vertical work cycles make use
of the speed of two operating heads
to considerably increase production
output.

Jobs can be done on both rectangular
and shaped glass, including glass with
curvilinear parts, reducing the work
time needed to make rough-edged
glass of various thicknesses compared
to traditional methods.
The acquisition and grinding of
rectangular or square shapes,
depending on need, can be done in
various operation modes – by directly
setting the final dimensions of the
sheet of glass or in self-learning mode.

The machine allows the quick fitting of
several grinding wheels (diameter 200
mm) on a series of interchangeable
cones on the same spindle.Thanks to
these options, different thicknesses and
types of finish can be obtained such as
arrissing and industrial grinding.
The machine is equipped with a
self-diagnostic system that identifies
faults with codes, descriptions and
images with an additional system
that allows for remote connection
and assistance.
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Forel reserves the right to change the data in this general description sheet. The machine shown is
a mere guideline, it may include optional accessories and vary according to the maximum work height.

Technical information

